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Global datasets to support hydrological modelling 
in alpine regions 



The North American domain



• Exploit GWF science advances to improve our understanding 
and predictions of the global hydrological cycle

• Build computational infrastructure (models, data) to enable 
state-of-the-art hydrological simulations anywhere on the 
planet.
➢ Improve global datasets on climate forcing, DEMs, veg, soil etc.
➢ Use these datasets to configure hydrological models for the 

global domain.
➢ Address challenging questions of global hydrological change

• Develop regional models in key areas where GWF has strong 
collaborations (Arctic, Himalaya, Andes, central Asia) to address 
pressing societal needs.
➢ The regional models will be constructed as cut-outs from the 

global-scale fabric
➢ Address challenging questions of regional change

GWF Planetary Water Prediction Initiative



Topics for today

• Spatial meteorological forcing data

• Geospatial intelligence

• Summary and outlook
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SCDNA: Serially Complete Dataset for North America

Tang and Clark et al. (2020), ESSD
Dataset link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3735533

40-year gapless precipitation and
temperature data from~27,000 stations.

Infilling/Reconstruction based on 16 strategies
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• Multi-source: Raw stations + Reanalysis

• Multi-strategy: 16 gap filling strategies

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3735533


Methods:

1. Quality control: five checks for temperature and six checks

for precipitation (Durre et al. 2010; Hamada et al. 2011;

Beck et al. 2019);

2. 16 infilling/reconstruction strategies: quantile mapping

with neighboring stations (QMN), quantile mapping with

concurrent reanalysis estimates (QMR), machine learning

methods (MAL), & multi-strategy merging methods (MRG);

3. Independent validation based on 30% station records;

4. Correct climatological biases (quantile mapping and mean-

value correction);

5. Compare to four benchmark datasets (ERA5, MERRA-2,

JRA-55, and MSWEP).

Serially-complete station data

Tang et al., ESSD (2020)



Tang et al., ESSD (2020)
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• For most regions in the 
CONUS, the search radius 
is smaller than 100 km.

• For the regions northern to 
50°N or southern to 20°N, 
the search radius is much 
larger and even exceeds 
1000 km in the Arctic 
Archipelago. 

• The sparse station 
network at higher latitudes 
motivates the decision to 
optimally combine station 
data with reanalysis 
products.

EMDNA: Ensemble Meteorological Dataset for North America



Previous work: station-based estimates
➢Newman 2015 (CONUS/ S. Canada, 1980-2012, 12-km)
➢Newman 2019 (Hawaii, 1990-2014, 1-km)
➢Newman 2020 (Alaska and Yukon, 1980-2012, 12-km)

EMDNA: Ensemble Meteorological Dataset for North America



EMDNA: Ensemble Meteorological Dataset for North America

Reanalysis
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EMDNA: Ensemble Meteorological Dataset for North America

Tang and Clark et al. (2021), ESSD
Dataset link: https://doi.org/10.20383/101.0275

Precipitation from 100 members
Precipitation and temperature estimates:
0.1°×0.1°; daily;100 members; 1979-2018.

https://doi.org/10.20383/101.0275


EMDNA: Ensemble Meteorological Dataset for North America

Evaluation of EMDNA precipitation estimates is based on

independent stations that are not used in neither SCDNA or EMDNA.
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Example Station Global Accuracy

SC-Earth: A serially complete dataset for a small planet

Tang et al., J. Climate (2021)



EM-Earth: Ensemble meteorological data



Topics for today

• Spatial meteorological forcing data

• Geospatial intelligence

• Summary and outlook



Develop model-agnostic workflows for large-domain applications

While models have similar data requirements, 
they are configured in an individualistic and 
ad-hoc way

Wouter Knoben



~ 0.6 million catchments in Merit Hydro database
(Yamazaki et al., WRR, 2020; Lin et al., 2020)

Example: North America setup for SUMMA

Bow at Banff

Data requirements:

• Topographic parameters

• Soil parameters

• Vegetation/land use parameters

• Forcing data

• River network



Global network datasets: MERIT-Hydro



Developing model-agnostic workflows

Model 
specific

Basin delineation Digital elevation data Soils data Vegetation data Meteorological data River networks

Wouter Knoben



• Goal: Improve the efficiency of continental-domain model 
implementation tasks

• Easier to collaborate; easier to keep track of work for 
reporting and paper reviews

• Increase transparency, reproducibility, and code re-use

• Advance community hydrological modelling, rather than a 
community hydrological model

Developing model-agnostic workflows

GitHub repository
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Initial hydrological 
states

Process-based hydrological model

Assimilation of observations

Hydrological model simulations
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Prediction products
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Hydrological prediction applications



Summary and outlook

• Developing computational infrastructure to enable large-domain hydrological modelling

➢Deterministic and probabilistic forecasting capabilities

• Model agnostic philosophy

➢Focus on community hydrological modelling rather than developing a community hydrological model

➢Advance a community of practice to more effectively share code and concepts across different model 
development groups

• Interested in developing state-of-the-art capabilities in predicting terrestrial water, energy, 
and biogeochemical cycles

➢Looking forward to collaborations



Fun fact: Most land models do not conserve energy

• Enthalpy formulation

• The apparent heat capacity is not 
representative of the change over 
the time step

• See Equation 44 in Clark et al. 2021


